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Meeting Information 
Purpose: Assessment Committee (concerning protest) 

Dates: 2013-05-01 

Participants: Ulf Silverbern, Chairman 

Mikael Forsgren, Member 

Jani Lax, Member 

Ruling Protocol 

Concerning the protest in the match between Robert Naess vs Michel Ersoy 

 

Protest argumentation sent to SMMAF by Mr. Emil Meek: 

(Received: March 24th 2013) 

Marko Gyllenland 

Heroes Fighting Chamiponships 

23.03.2013 

Emil Weber Meek 

MMA Trondheim 

Coach for Robert Næss. 

 

 

Offended 

Match nr 1. 

Robert Næss Vs. Michel Ersoy -66,8 kg 

 

Protest. 

 

The protest is against the judge’s decision after the fight mentioned above.  

We believe that this contest should have a different outcome.  

 

Media, Commentators, audience, online viewers and coaches thought Robert Næss was 

the winner of this fight.  

Fighter Magazine MMA: http://www.fightermag.se/nyheter/2013-03-23/live-resultat-

fran-heroes-fighting-championship 

 

Fjädervikt: Robert Naess vs. Michel Ersoy, Res: Michel Ersoy vinner genom enhälligt 

domslut (3-0) 

Rond 1: 9-10 

En intressant första rond utan stora händeser. Ersoy vinner den tack vare mer kontroll på 

marken och delvis på grund av ett riktigt nära submission försök (kimura).  

Rond 2: 10-9 

Naess drog ner Ersoy i sin markguard på marken tidigt i andra ronden och efter en tag 

lyckas han göra en reverse på marken. Men utan att riktigt skada. Dock tillräckligt för att 

vinna ronden i min mening.  

Rond 3: 29-28 till Robert Naess på mitt scorecard.  

En till seg rond. Men där Robert Naess kom i topp position och dominerade ronden efter 

det.  

 

 

MMA Viking: http://www.mmaviking.com/live-heroes-fighting-championship-play-by-

play-and-results/ 

MMA -65,8 kg: Michel Ersoy, 0-2-0 vs. Robert Naess, Pro Debut 

R1. Both guys come out looking tense, Michel counters the lowkick with a straight punch 

and drops Robert. Michel taking it easy and calm, and Robert is up again. Robert looking 

for a takedown but Michel defends very good, both attacking with knees in the clinch. 

Robert throws/trips Michel and gets half guard, trying to posture and ground and pound. 

Robert calmly trying to pass Michels guard, but Michel is defending good so far. Michel 
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looking for the kimura from the bottom, and reverses! Cranking hard but lets go and 

ends up in side control. Round 1 is over and I have it for Michel 10-9. 

 

R2. Robert starts the action with a headkick that is blocked by Michel. A wild exchange 

and Robert goes for the double but Michel counters and ends up on top, trying to work 

the guard. Passes into half guard, and keeps pressure on Robert. And robert goes for the 

sweep and does it beautifully, top control and looking for punches. Showing good control 

on the top, not giving Michel any room to scramble. Referee Bobby stands them up, and 

Michel is looking eager. Robert trying to take it to the ground with a takedown but Michel 

locks up a guillotine choke and the round is ended! I score it 10-9 to Robert Näss. 

 

R3. Both guys trying to find their range, Michel lands a couple of lowkicks and Robert 

gets the takedown. In half guard trying to advance position. Michel gets him back to 

guard and fires from the bottom. Robert got full mount, a few punches lands and he’s 

back to half guard. Robert staying active on the top with a few punches and looking to 

improve position. Excellent top game from Robert tonight. I score this round 10-9 to 

Robert. 

 

 

Robert clearly dominated both the second and the third round with top positions, sweeps, 

ground and pound and dominant positions giving him two 10-9 rounds. But we agree 

that the first round went to Ersoy 10-9. 

Ersoy  also got helped out with a referee stand up with 10 seconds left in the last round, 

when Robert clearly worked active from his position with ground and pound.  

 

We have reason to believe that the judges scored this bout in the favor of Ersoy because 

he was the Swedish home town fighter.  

 

We ask  you watch the replay of the fight and reconsider the decision. 

 

 

Best Regards  

Emil Weber Meek  

MMA Trondheim  

Emilwebermeek@gmail.com 

+47 476 56 275 

 

Answer from Jesper Gunnarson; SMMAF Secretary:  

(Sent: March 25th 2013) 

Dear Mr. Weber Meek 

 

Thank you for your email. 

 

From the receipt of your protest fee the Swedish MMA Federation Assessment Committee 

will need two weeks to investigate the matter and then decide on a ruling.  

 

Here you can find all details concerning protest procedure and how to pay the protest 

fee: http://www.smmaf.se/protest.asp Please read this carefully. 

 

You can find the Assessment Committees earlier rulings here:  

http://smmaf.se/association.asp?id=66 

 

Please remember paragraph 32.4: “The results of a match shall only be changed if an 

obvious mistake has been uncovered, one that had an effect on the outcome of the 

match and was made by the referee, judges or another official.” 

 

Please send us promptly any additional information that you have and that may help the 

Assessment Committee in their investigation. 

 

Best regards, 
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Jesper Gunnarson 

Secretary 

Swedish MMA Federation 

 

Assessment Committee protest handling: 

Validity of the protest 

The protest was correctly sent to SMMAF within the stated 48 hour limit. In order to 

make an official ruling a protest fee of 2 000 SEK has been paid to SMMAF. The 

Assessment Committee (Below: AC) still finds the protest valid. 

Assessment 

Analysis – Jani Lax 

 

R1: 10-9 Ersoy 

R2: 9-10 Naess or 10-10 draw 

R3: 9-10 Naess 

 

Match is either a (29-28) win for Naess or a draw. 

 

Analysis – Ulf Silverbern 

 

R1: 10-9 Ersoy 

R2: This round is very even 

R3: 9-10 Naess 

 

Analysis – Mikael Forsgren 

 

Mikael Forsgren concludes that the match is very even and see no obvious mistake made 

by the judges. 

 

Outcome 

The Assessment Committee finds this match to be very even with possibly a slight edge 

in Naesses favor. But the scoring is made by the judges in place and we find that no 

obvious mistake has been made. A judges opinion cannot, within reasonable bounds, be 

wrong. 

 

Nyköping 2013-05-01 

 

Ulf Silverbern 

Mikael Forsgren 

Jani Lax 


